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 Fare For All

A pop-up grocery store in your community.
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Find a Sale

Get Reminder Emails

Pack Menus





Fare For All is a pop-up grocery store. We sell packs of fresh produce and frozen meat at up to 40% off of retail prices.





Who Can Shop?

Everyone and anyone can shop at Fare For All across 30+ pop up sites in the Twin Cities and Greater MN. Shop for quality, nutritious foods at discount and budget-friendly prices. We follow a co-op model, so the more people who shop, the better the discounts. Just stop by and shop!
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How’s It Work?

Fare For All buys fresh produce and frozen meat in bulk from wholesalers, manufacturers, and growers. Volunteers bundle it into $10 – $30 packages that are sold at sale locations across Minnesota. 







FAQ




What foods are for sale?
We offer a boxes of fresh produce, frozen meats, and specialty boxes (Hot Buys). Visit our Pack Peek page for the latest.




What happens when I come to the sale?
No pre-registration required! When you arrive, fill out an order slip letting us know which boxes you’d like. Pay with the cashier and a volunteer will help get your order to your vehicle. 




How do I pay?
We accept cash, credit, debit, and EBT cards. Cards are preferred. We do not accept checks.




Do I have to buy the whole pack?
Yes! We buy in bulk to get the best prices. When we sell you the entire box, we can make the most of our purchasing power and pass the savings to you!




Do you ever run out of food or restrict quantities?
We seldom run out. The amount of food we bring to each location is based on last year’s sales volume. Occasionally, during the busy holiday season, we may sell out of an item.

We do not limit quantities on most packs, but we do reserve the right to limit quantities on Hot Buy items. If you would like to purchase more than five packs, please contact us at least 24 hours in advance at 763-450-3880 or [email protected].




How do I keep food fresh?
Every year, Americans throw away over one-third of the food supply. That’s almost 40 million tons of food — or 220 pounds per person! Check out these tips for safely storing meat and other foods. And see our handy guide to keep produce fresh and tasty.




What’s with the dates on the meat packs? 
Fare For All only sells frozen meats. Meat is always stamped with a “use or freeze by” date. We purchase meats already frozen or we deep freeze it ourselves. We strictly adhere to USDA guidelines, keeping all meats below 0 degrees at all times. Once frozen, meat is safe to eat for up to two years after the “use or freeze by” date.




Do I have to sign up or purchase in advance?
No! There’s no pre-registration, no pre-ordering, and no pre-payment. Fare For All is open to everyone, first come, first served. Check the schedule to find the next sale in your area.




Am I taking food from someone who needs it more than I do?
Absolutely not. The more people who participate, the more purchasing power we have. Like shopping at a co-op, the more people who shop, the greater the savings for everyone!




Are you open during bad weather?
We try our best to stay open during severe weather but it’s Minnesota! Fare For All closes when area schools are closed, if the trucks can’t function properly (at or near 0 degrees), or it’s unsafe for our staff, volunteers, and customers. Not sure if there’s a sale? Check our Facebook page for updates, sign up for reminders by location, or call 763-450-3880.




What about COVID?
Our top priority is to keep everyone safe and healthy. As health guidelines change, we adjust our procedures, including moving sales outside under certain conditions. Right now, at our indoor sales, we are asking everyone to:

	Mask-up indoors
	Physically distance from others
	Follow one-way signage
	If possible, send only one person per household to the sale


Please respect these precautionary measures to help keep the virus at bay.







How do I schedule a Fare For All sale in my community?
Fare For All partners with local organizations to host sales in communities within 75 miles of our New Hope warehouse. 

We’re at capacity, so join our waitlist if you are interested in bringing Fare For All to your community. Email Linh Xiong or call 763-450-3871.
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We Value Nutritious Food
Working with our community partners, The Food Group buys, gleans, grows, and processes fresh produce.


Food Bank
or Food Shelf?
The Food Group is a food bank that supplies other hunger relief agencies with fresh produce, frozen meat, grocery staples, and other household necessities. Food shelves distribute free food to individuals and families in their local communities. 




The Food Group believes in food equity. They believe in culturally specific foods. They believe in meeting people where they are at. And most of all, they believe in dignity.

The Food Group volunteer and donor


Did You Know?
Over 20% of Black households and 19% of Latinx households report food insecurity, compared to 10% of white households.
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Stay up-to-date with The Food Group

Subscribe







Stay up-to-date with The Food Group
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The Food Group



We’re a nonprofit working at the intersection of equity and access to fresh, sustainable foods. From farming to distribution, we provide fresh food across MN and WI. 



The Food Group is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization. EIN 41-1246504 Contributions are tax-deductible to the full amount provided by the law.
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The Food Group Office & Warehouse



8501 54th Ave. N
New Hope, MN 55428



Big River Farms



14220 Ostlund Trl N Ste B,
Marine on St Croix, MN 55047
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Hunger Solutions



555 Park Street
Suite 400
St. Paul, MN, 55103
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Contact



763-450-3860
[email protected]
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